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We had a very productive meeting with city regarding bathroom addition
project. We are moving surprisingly quickly on our renovation to the club
house thanks to so many people giving so much time. More details are below.
Please remember to sign up for the club singles tournament (double
elimination) scheduled for June 28 and 29. Cabrillo has expressed an interest in
featuring a lawn bowls class in their extension program. I have submitted a
class outline which will now go before an selection committee. Keep your
fingers crossed. This would benefit us on may different levels.

Calendar:

All events at the clubhouse unless noted. Regular draws and
Thursday socials will continue during reconstruction but special events have been
postponed.

July 24, Thursday, 2:30 Quarterly Meeting

Thanks:

Thanks to Dennis Beck and John Lyons for their research on the
proposed construction projects; to Heidi Louis for the Wednesday, May 28, lasagne
dinner; to Nino Bachar, Earl Rosebraugh and Dennis Beck for green maintenance; to
Ann Morse and Leslie McGarvey for serving on our construction design committee.

Goals 2014:
Personnel
To add 10 new members. Half way to our goal with 5.
Facilities
To have individual 2800 games. Averaging 200 games per month so far this year
puts us a bit behind our goal but we can still reach our target. Please be sure to sign in
when you use the green for practice. Our sign in roster is the only way we can gauge
how heavily the green is used.

FinancesTo transfer $5000 to green fund. We will be discussing finance options for the
kitchen remodel and restroom addition at the Quarterly meeting on July 24. Be sure
your voice is heard.

Renovation: The

city arborist, Leslie Keedy, has looked at our trees and
we should be able to preserve them. Crown pruning should take place soon as
well as exploratory excavation to locate roots and sewer connection. We will
know more of what we need to do once we see what we are working with.
John Lyons has been able to obtain excellent pricing on new appliances which
have been scheduled for delivery. We have ordered kitchen cabinets from San
Lorenzo lumber company and Corian counters have been selected. There is a
huge amount of work to be done but very doable if we all work together. I have
a schedule of tasks on the front table. First name listed is “in charge”. Let
your “crew leader” know if you are unable to help. Crew leaders feel free to
recruit more help if needed. I will be reminding weekly what needs to be done
by whom but keep a watch on the front table schedule as things will change
depending on deliveries, personnel availability, etc. So far we are proceeding
ahead of schedule!

Membership:

We have had excellent
attendance in May with 298 games played.
Attendance has been very steady at the
Wednesday night games but
games have
been discontinued during club house
renovations. The $42 jackpot finally being won
on June 18 by Glen Johnson with a one point
(ace being drawn) margin over Pete Blacklock .
Congratulations, Glen!

